Abstract. In many inverse problems it is essential to use regularization methods that preserve edges in the reconstructions, and many reconstruction models have been developed for this task, such as the Total Variation (TV) approach. The associated algorithms are complex and require a good knowledge of large-scale optimization algorithms, and they involve certain tolerances that the user must choose. We present a simpler approach that relies only on standard computational building blocks in matrix computations, such as orthogonal transformations, preconditioned iterative solvers, Kronecker products, and the discrete cosine transform -hence the term "plug-andplay." We do not attempt to improve on TV reconstructions, but rather provide an easy-to-use approach to computing reconstructions with similar properties.
1. Introduction. This paper is concerned with discretizations of linear ill-posed problems, which arise in many technical and scientific applications such as astronomical and medical imaging, geoscience, and non-destructive testing [7, 15] . The underlying model is b = Ax + η, where b is the noisy data, the matrix A (which is often structured or sparse) represents the forward operator,x is the exact solution, and η denotes the unknown noise. We present a new large-scale regularization algorithm which is able to reproduce sharp gradients and edges in the solution. Our algorithm uses only standard linear-algebra building blocks and is therefore easy to implement and to tune to specific applications.
For ease of exposition, we focus on image deblurring problems involving m × m images B (the blurred and noisy image) and X (the reconstruction). With b = vec(B) and x = vec(X), both of length n = m 2 , the n×n matrix A is determined by the point-spread function (PSF) and corresponding boundary conditions [11] . This matrix is very ill-conditioned (or rank deficient), and computing the "naive solution" A −1 b =x + A −1 η (or, in the rankdeficient case, the minimum norm solution) results in a reconstruction that is completely dominated by the inverted noise A −1 η. Classical regularization methods, such as Tikhonov regularization or truncated SVD, damp the noise component in the solution by suppressing high-frequency components at the expense of smoothing the edges in the reconstruction. The same is true for regularizing iterations (such as CGLS or GMRES) based on computing solutions in a low-dimensional Krylov subspace. The underlying characteristic in these methods is that regularization is achieved by projecting the solution onto a low-dimensional signal subspace S k spanned by k, low-frequency basis vectors, with the result that the high-frequency components are missing, hindering the reconstruction of sharp edges.
The projection approach is a powerful paradigm that can often be tailored to the particular problem. While these projected solutions may not always have satisfactory accuracy or details, they still contain a large component of the desired solution, namely, the low-frequency component which can be reliably determined from the noisy data. What is missing is the high-frequency component, spanned by high-frequency basis vectors, and this component must be determined via our prior information about the desired solution.
This work describes an easy-to-use large-scale method for computing the needed highfrequency component, related to the prior information that image must have smooth regions while the gradient of the reconstructed image is allowed to have some (but not too many) large values. This idea is similar in spirit to Total Variation regularization, where the gradient is required to be sparse; but by relaxing this constraint we arrive at problems that are simpler to solve. The work can be considered as a continuation of earlier work [8, 10, 12] by one of us; it is also related to the decomposition approach in [1] .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the new edge-preserving algorithm and the convergence analysis. Section 3 discusses the efficient numerical implementation issues. Section 4 presents numerical experiments of the new deblurring algorithm and comparisons with other state-of-art deblurring algorithms. The conclusions are presented in Section 5.
2. The Projection-Based Edge-Preserving Algorithm. This section presents the main ideas of the algorithm, while the implementation details for large-scale problems are discussed in the next section.
2.1. Mathematical Model. Throughout, the matrix L defines a discrete derivative or gradient of the solution (to be precisely defined later), and · p denotes the vector p-norm. The underlying prior information is then that the solution's seminorm L x p , with 1 < p < 2, is not large (which allows some amount of large gradients or edges in the reconstruction). The choice of the combination of L and p is important and, of course, somewhat problem dependent; the matrix L used here is the 2m(m − 1) × n matrix given by
where ⊗ is the Kronecker product [8] . The one-dimensional null space N (L) of this matrix is spanned by the n-vector e of all ones. Assume W k ∈ R n×k is a matrix with orthonormal columns that span the signal subspace S k , and let W 0 be the matrix containing the orthonormal basis vectors for the complementary space S ⊥ k . The fundamental assumption is that the columns of W k represent "smooth" modes in which it is possible to distinguish a substantial component of the signal from the noise. In other words, with the model from Section 1, we assume that
This ensures that we can compute a good, but smooth, approximation tox as
and we refer to the minimization problem for y k as the projected problem, which we assume is easy to solve. To obtain a reconstruction with the desired features, our strategy is then to compute the solution of the following modified projection problem
with L defined above. As we shall see, we can express the solution to (2.2) as the lowfrequency solution x k plus a high-frequency correction.
2.2. Uniqueness Analysis. Eldén [5] provides an explicit solution of (2.2) for the case p = 2 and proves the uniqueness condition for the minimizer. The MTSVD algorithm [12] corresponds the case where p = 2 and W k consists of the first k right singular vectors, while the PP-TSVD algorithm [10] and its 2D extension [8] correspond to the same W k and p = 1. In this work, we extend these results by solving (2.2) for 1 < p < 2 and for different choices of W k . Below we present results that give conditions for the existence and uniqueness of the solution to (2.2).
LEMMA 2.1. The linear p-norm problem 
Proof. From [5] , the constraint set B in (2.2) can be written as
where † denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse [2] and
Solving the constrained minimization (2.2) is equivalent to solving the following unconstrained problem
By Lemma 2.1, the above minimization problem has a unique solution if and only if N (LP ) = {0}. This is true for
It follows from the proof of Theorem 2.2 that we can solve the modified projection problem (2.2) in two steps. We first compute an approximate solution x k ∈ S k that contains the smooth components, and then we compute the edge-correction component x 0 in the orthogonal complement S ⊥ k . As a result,
where y k is the solution to the projected problem, and y 0 is the solution to an associated p-norm problem. These two solutions are computed sequentially, as shown in the EPP Algorithm 1.
2.4. Choosing Projection Spaces. From Lemma 2.1, a sufficient condition for the uniqueness of x is that both AW k and LW 0 have full column rank, for then (2.4) and (2.5) in the EPP Algorithm have unique solutions y k and y 0 , correspondingly. In principle, we can choose any subspace S k and its orthogonal complement S ⊥ k with corresponding W k and W 0 . But in practice, however, in order to have a useful and efficient numerical implementation, we must choose suitable basis vectors for S k with the following requirements:
Compute the smooth component x k = W k y k using the projected problem
Compute the correction component x 0 = W 0 y 0 using the p-norm problem
The regularized solution is then
• The matrix W k must separate signal from noise according to (2.1).
• The matrices AW k and LW 0 must have full column rank.
• There are efficient algorithms to compute multiplications with W k and W 0 and their transpose.
Singular Vectors.
The MTSVD and PP-TSVD algorithms proposed in [8, 10, 12 ] use the first k singular vectors as the basis vectors for S k . In this case we have the following result. THEOREM 2.3. 
and the requirement from Theorem 2.2 becomes range(W 0 ) ∩ {e} / ∈ {0}, which is clearly satisfied if e / ∈ range(W 0 ). For blurring operators, the SVD-based subspace S k contains low-frequency components, while S ⊥ k contains relatively high-frequency components. It is therefore very likely that the projection of e onto S k is not zero, and in fact this is easy to check.
Discrete Cosine Vectors.
Another suitable set of basis vectors for S k are those associated with spectral transforms such as the discrete sine or cosine transforms (DST or DCT) and their multidimensional extensions [9, 11] . Recall that for 1D signals of length m, the orthogonal DCT matrix C has elements
The 2-dimensional DCT matrix is the Kronecker product C ⊗ C of the above matrix [21] . The DCT basis vectors, which are the rows of the DCT matrix, have the desired spectral properties. Multiplications with W k and W 0 and their transposes are equivalent to computing either a DCT transform or its inverse, which is done by fast algorithms similar to the FFT. For this basis we have the following result. THEOREM 2.4. Let the columns of W k be the first k 2D DCT basis vectors. Then the modified projection problem (2.2) has a unique solution if and only if e / ∈ N (A). Proof. From the definition of the DCT it follows that w 1 = e/ e 2 and hence AW k W T k e = Ae, and therefore
2.5. One-Dimensional Example. We illustrate the use of the EPP algorithm with a onedimensional test problem, which uses the coefficient matrix A from the phillips test problem in [6] with dimension n = 64. The exact solutionx is constructed to be piecewise constant, and the right-hand side is b = Ax (no noise). The matrix L is an approximation to the first derivative operator, and we use p = 1.03. The TSVD solutions are clearly too "smooth" to approximate the exact solution. On the other hand, once k is large enough that the projected component x k in the EPP solution captures the overall structure of the solution, the EPP algorithm is capable of producing good approximations tox (we note that x k is identical to the TSVD solution for the SVD basis). Figure 2 .2 shows DCT-EPP solutions using the same L as above for four different values of p, thus illustrating how p controls the smoothness of the EPP solution.
3. Computational Issues and Numerical Implementations. While the above analysis guarantees the existence and uniqueness of the solution to (2.2), it is critical to develop an efficient numerical implementation for large-scale problems, which must take the following three issues into account:
• efficiently construct, or perform operations with, the basis vectors for the subspace S k ,
• robustly choose the optimal dimension k of S k , and • efficiently solve the p-norm minimization problem (2.5). 
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The optimal subspace dimension can be computed standard parameter-choice algorithms [7] ; here we use the GCV method as explained in Section 4.
3.1. Working with the Projection Spaces. As discussed above, the singular vectors and the 2D DCT matrix can be used as the basis vectors for S k and S ⊥ k . Here we will address numerical implementation issues with these choices.
For large-scale deblurring problems it is impossible to obtain
by computing the SVD of the blurring matrix A without utilizing its structure. Fortunately, in many problems the underlying point-spread function is separable or can be approximated by a separable one [11, 14, 16, 21] . Hence, the blurring matrix A can be represented as a Kronecker product A 1 ⊗ A 2 . Given the SVDs of the two matrices
, the right singular matrix of A is (or can be approximated by) V = Π(V 1 ⊗ V 2 ), where the permutation matrix Π ensures that the ordering of the singular vectors is in accordance with decreasing singular values (i.e., the diagonal elements of Π(Σ 1 ⊗ Σ 2 )).
For the DCT basis, multiplication with the m × m DCT matrix C is implemented in an very efficient way using the FFT algorithm, requiring only O(m log m) operations, and a similar fast algorithm is available for the 2D DCT. The multiplications with W k and its transpose are equivalent to applying either the DCT or its inverse. Therefore, it is unnecessary to form the matrix W k explicitly.
Iteratively Reweighted Least Squares and AMG Preconditioner.
The key to the success of the EPP Algorithm is an efficient solver for the p-norm minimization problem (2.5). A standard and robust approach is to use the iteratively reweighted least squares (IRLS) method [2, 17, 23] , which is identical to Newton's method with line search. This approach reduces the p-norm problem to the solution of a sequence of weighted least squares problems, which can be solved using iterative solvers. Osborne [17] shows that the IRLS method is convergent for 1 < p < 3.
For convenience, we briefly summarize the IRLS algorithm for solving the linear p-norm problem min x A x − b p . We denote the jth iteration vector by x j , and we introduce the diagonal matrix D j determined by jth residual vector r j = b − r A x j as
The Newton search direction z j is identical to the solution of the weighted least squares problem
For 1 < p < 2, as the iteration vector x j gets close to the solution, the diagonal elements in D j increase to infinity, and this tendency increases as p approach 1. Hence, the matrix D j A in (3.1) becomes increasingly ill-conditioned as the iterations converge. It is therefore difficult to find a suitable preconditioner for the least squares problem (3.1).
Consider the corresponding normal equations
and define the new variable q j = z j + x j . The normal equations can then be rewritten
The benefit of the above transformation is that the right-hand side in the new system (3.2) depends on iteration j only through D j , which is known in the jth iteration. 2 For our algorithm, it follows from (2.5) that A = LW 0 and b = −LW k y k , so (3.2) can be rewritten as
Since the condition number increases as the IRLS algorithm converges to the solution, preconditioning is necessary in solving (3.3). Recall that L is a gradient operator, and hence L T D 2 j L represents a diffusion operator with large discontinuities in the diffusion coefficients. Algebraic multi-grid (AMG) methods are robust when the diffusion coefficients are discontinuous and vary widely [18, 20] . Therefore, we employ an AMG method to develop a right preconditioner M for (3.3). The right-preconditioned problem is
where q j = Mq j . In our implementation, given a vector v, the matrix-vector multiplication w = M v is implemented in three steps:
j is positive definite. If not, positive definiteness of D 2 j can be guaranteed by adding a small positive number to the diagonal elements. A first thought may be to solve (3.4) with the conjugate gradient (CG) method; but this requires that the preconditioner M is also symmetric and positive definite. In our implementation we use the Gauss-Seidel method in the pre-and post-relaxations of the AMG method, and hence the AMG residual reduction operator is not symmetric [18] , and consequently the preconditioner is not symmetric. Instead we solve (3.1) with the GMRES algorithm with right AMG preconditioning [19] .
4. Numerical Results. We present numerical experiments using the EPP algorithm, and we perform a brief comparison with Total Variation deblurring. To better visualize the impact of the high-frequency correction we use Matlab's colormap Hot for the first example, which varies smoothly from black through shades of red, orange, and yellow, to white, as the intensity increases. Throughout we use the 256 × 256 "cameraman" test image. All the numerical simulations are performed using Matlab R2009b on Windows 7 x86 32-bit system. The C compiler used to build AMG preconditioner MEX-files is Microsoft Visual Studio 2008. 4.1. Image Quality, PSFs, and Algorithm Parameters. The "noise level" of a test image is defined as η 2 / b 2 . The quality of the restored images is measured by the relative error x restored −x 2 / x 2 and by the MSSIM [22] (for which a larger value is better). In our experiments the test images are generated with two common types of PSFs, Gaussian blur and out-of-focus blur, and we use reflexive boundary conditions in the restorations. The elements of the Gaussian PSF are
, and the elements of the out-of-focus PSF are
where (k, ) is the center of the PSF, and σ and r are parameters that determine the amount of blurring; see Fig. 4 .1. Both are doubly symmetric, but the latter is not separable, and therefore it is not possible to efficiently compute the exact SVD of the corresponding matrix A.
To compute the subspace dimension k we use the GCV method [7] , which can be implemented very efficiently when the singular vectors or the DCT basis are used. The GCV function can be expressed as
where β i = w T i b (w i being either the left singular vectors u i or the DCT basis vectors). As noted in [4] , the GCV method very often provides a parameter that is too large. Also, in some of our experiments we assume that the singular vectors are approximated by a Kronecker product, which might be not accurate. Hence, we choose k to be equal to 2/3 of the output from GCV algorithm, where the factor of 2/3 was chosen on the basis of numerous experiments.
The stopping criteria used in the iterative methods were chosen based on exhaustive experiments (see [3] for details) to balance computational time against the quality of the reconstruction. Results computed with smaller tolerances than those used here are qualitatively similar to those computed with the chosen tolerances, but the computational time is much longer. 
Performance of the EPP Algorithm.
In the EPP algorithm the norm parameter p can be any number between 1 and 2. For smaller p, the solution tends to have sharper edges, but as p gets closer to 1 the p-norm minimization in (2.5) becomes more ill-conditioned requiring much more computational work, while there are very little improvement of the restored images. Hence, we show computed results with p = 1.01, 1.05, 1.1, and 1.2. Table 4 .1 shows the results of the restored out-of-focus blurred images using the DCT-EPP algorithm. The blur radius r varies from 5 to 15 pixels, and the noise level varies from 1% to 10%. The table reports the computed truncation parameter k, the relative errors, and the MSSIM for both x k and the final restored image. Compared to the restored quality of x k , the latter image has larger MSSIM and smaller relative error, demonstrating that the correction step (2.5) improves the image quality. This is illustrated by the example in Figure 4 .2. The restored images computed using smaller p are generally better than the results using larger p. The corresponding results for Gaussian blur with σ = 5, 10, 15, still using the DCT-EPP algorithm, are also shown in Table 4 .1; see Fig. 4 .3 for an example. Table 4 .2 summarizes the results for the SVD-EPP algorithm, again for out-of-focus and Gaussian blur; see also Fig. 4.4 . For the Gaussian blur, the performance is similar to the DCT case. The out-of-focus blur, however, is not separable. Therefore, we feed the SVD-EPP algorithm the approximate singular vectors obtained from a Kronecker-product approximation of A (with Toeplitz blocks). As this particular Kronecker approximation to the true SVD is not sufficiently good, the algorithm performs poorly, whereas use of the DCT basis gives better quality reconstructions. We conclude by briefly comparing the performance of the EPP algorithm with the TV deblurring algorithm, using the algorithm proposed in [13] . In order to avoid giving our algorithm an advantage, the parameters of the TV algorithm were chosen to optimize the MSSIM (which obviously requires the true image). As shown in Table 4 .3, the images restored by the TV method qualitatively have better quality as those computed by EPP algorithm as measured by both the relative error and the MMSIM. This demonstrates that the EPP algorithm can be a computationally attractive alternative to TV. To illustrate that the EPP and TV reconstructions have different features (due to the different reconstruction models) we consider MATLAB's 256×256 "rice grain" image shown in Fig. 4 .5 together with a Gaussian-blurred version and the DCT-EPP and TV reconstructions. The TV reconstruction has sharper edges, which comes at the expense of a more complicated algorithm with much larger computing time.
5. Conclusions. We developed a new computational framework for projection-based edge-preserving regularization, and proved the existence and uniqueness of the solution. Our algorithm uses standard computational building blocks and is therefore easy to implement and tune to specific applications. Our experimental results for image deblurring show that the reconstructions are better than those from standard projection algorithms, and they are competitive with those from other edge preserving restoration techniques.
